
Name: Leslie Hofenpepper (Mutant Animal)
Stats: RadiationResistance: 13 Constitution: 17 Mental Resistance: 9

Leadershio Potential: 12Strength: 10 Dexterity:14

Hit Points: 62

Offense (one of the following)
Radiated Eyes, Level 10 (WCO)
Metal Arm, 1d10+2d6 (WC3)
Molecular Reanangement, 8d6 Damage (see below for %chance of success)

Armor Class: 7 Road Wanior Clothing Movement; 30'

Mutations
Speed Increase (Physical): The mutant may move twice as fast as normal in times of stress, twice a
day for 5 melee rounds. Allows two missile or melee attacks per round.

Radiated Eyes (Physical): The power to fire a level 10 radiation blast from the eyes. This power is
limited to once every 4 melee turns and has an effective range of 10 yards.

Heightened Precision (Physical): The ability to determine weak points on opponents and structural
weaknesses in material objects. Because of this mutation the mutant does an extra 2 dice of damage
over and above his or her normal damage with any weapon used.

Molecular Rearrangement (Mental): This mutation can only be used infrequently. Upon using it,
whether it works or not, the mutant cannot use the ability for a full day. The molecular reanangement
manifests itself as the object being turned to rubber. Up to 50lbs. of material is aflected.
"Metal and dense material have 24o/o chance of being afiected.
*Stone and nonmetal material have a 32o/o chance of being affected.
*Biofogical organisms at a 40o/o chance of being affected.

Mutation Defect
No Resistance to Poison {Physical): This mutation results in double damage to the mutant whenever
he or she is exposed to poison. 
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Equipment: A small ancient box with a handle, metal arm, a boxlike thing with a metal stick protruding
from it. A bag of dried purple peas, a half full boftle of water, two packets of Ranch dip.

Currencv: 1€1 Domars. a turquoise stone on a silver chain 7 bow $ \1 crlvlw5;.lll'  q,

Background: You love the village and most of its mutants. You also love ancient tech since that time
you stuck your arm in a box of the god-men and it was replaced by this metal arm. Flora-thotep
seems especially scrumptious to you and if he ever dies you are going to eat him with
ranch dip. Spider-wolf venom has weakened your resistance to most poisons. You
hate spider-wolves and poison.

What you have heard about the ruined city: An old friend told you told you that the
veggies in the city sometimes bite back, especially the Blood Broccoli. You've also
heard of a cybernetics factory where you get more metal limbs.
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